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Let H=&2+V be a Schro dinger operator acting in L2(S), with S the two-
dimensional unit sphere, 2 the spherical Laplacian, and V a continuous potential.
As is well known, the eigenvalues of H in the l th cluster, i.e., those eigenvalues
within a radius sup |V| of l (l+1), the l th eigenvalue of &2, have a limiting dis-
tribution; l  . We provide an alternative self-contained proof of this fact. We
then exhibit Ho lder continuous potentials V, both axially- and nonaxially-sym-
metric, for which the limiting distributions are singular continuous.  1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
I. INTRODUCTION
Let H=&2+V be a Schro dinger operator acting in L2(S n); Here Sn is
the n-dimensional unit sphere, 2 is the spherical Laplacian, and V is a mul-
tiplication operator with V(|) assumed to be a continuous function on the
sphere. If V=0, then H has eigenvalues *l=l(l+n&1) with degeneracy dl
depending on the dimension n. With V{0, the eigenvalue *l splits into a
cluster of eigenvalues contained in an interval of radius &V& centered
about *l . It is natural to ask whether these clusters have an asymptotic dis-
tribution, l  . A simple and elegant answer has been provided by Kac
and Spencer [10], Widom [14], and Weinstein [13] (see also Guillemin
and Sternberg, [6]). We describe their result.
Let Zn denote the (2n&2)-dimensional space of geodesics on Sn . In a
natural way, Zn may be made into a probability space with measure &n
invariant under rotations. Let V denote the Radon-transform of the poten-
tial V where for # in Zn ,
V (#)=
1
2? | V(#(s)) ds, (1.1)
with ds arclength measure. Hence, V is just the average of V over the
geodesic #. Let S denote Schwartz space on the real line. Then the result
of the above authors asserts the following:
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Theorem 1.1. Let 8 # S. Then
lim
l  
1
dl
tr 8(H&l(l+n&1))=|
Zn
8(V (#)) d&n(#) (1.2)
with the right side just the average of 8(V ) over Zn .
Note that the left side of this equation is equal to
lim
l  
1
dl
:
j
:
k
8(*j, k&l(l+n&1))= lim
l  
1
dl
:
k
8(*l , k&l(l+n&1)) (1.3)
with *j, k the k th eigenvalue in the j th eigenvalue cluster, so that indeed the
theorem gives asymptotic information on the eigenvalue distributions.
(Strictly speaking, the clusters are only defined for j sufficiently large so
that the clusters do not overlap.) In the special case of the 2-sphere, the
space of geodesics Z2 is identified with the sphere itself (with antipodal
points identified) so that we define the Radon transform V by
V (|)=
1
2? |# } |=0 V(#(s)) ds (1.4)
with | # S2 and the geodesic # in the plane orthogonal to the direction |.
In this case the right side of Eq. (1.2) is just equal to
1
4? |S2 8(V (|)) dS. (1.5)
The theorem extends to certain other homogeneous spaces (cf. Guillemin
[5], Weinstein [13], Widom [14]).
Now by the Riesz representation theorem, Eq. (1.2) defines a limiting
probability measure +V , for the eigenvalue clusters, that is,
lim
l  
1
dl
tr 8(H&l(l+n&1))#| 8(*) d+V (*). (1.6)
The intent of this article is to investigate the kinds of measures which can
arise; Specifically we show that the resulting measure can be singular-con-
tinuous for the 2-sphere case. Clearly, if V is smooth, then from Eq. (1.2)
+V is seen to have an absolutely continuous part plus a discrete part corre-
sponding to sets E of positive measure on which V is constant. Here we
construct Ho lder continuous potentials, both axially and non-axially
symmetric, for which the resulting measures +V are pure singular con-
tinuous. Intuitively, this means that the eigenvalues within a cluster are not
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distributed in a smooth manner, l  , but rather more like a Cantor set
distribution.
The existence of potentials producing such limiting eigenvalue distribu-
tions is not obvious. From the above Theorem (1.1), it is clear that V
should have a singular continuous distribution. But the Radon transform,
say regarded as a map from continuous functions of the sphere to itself, in
particular restricted to even functions f (|)= f (&|), does not have a
bounded inverse so that it is not clear that V is the Radon transform of a
continuous potential. (To see that the transform is unbounded note that
since the Radon transform commutes with rotations, the spherical har-
monics are eigenfunctions of the Radon transform. Spherical harmonics of
odd order are annihilated by the Radon transform since they are odd func-
tions, and harmonics of even order correspond to eigenvalues going to
zero, l  .)
The limit in the theorem, Eq. (1.2) should perhaps be compared with the
more familiar WeylSzego limit, (cf. Guillemin [4]).
lim
  0
n tr 8(&2 2+V)=
1
|S n| |

0
|
| # S n
8( p2+V(|)) d| dpn. (1.7)
The corresponding limiting measure for this situation is automatically
absolutely continuous since it is a convolution of the distributions for p2
and V. Eq. (1.7) is not too difficult to show. If V1 and V2 differ by at most
=, then the corresponding trace expressions on the right side of Eq. (1.7)
differ by at most c=, where the constant c depends on a Sobolev norm of
8, so that it suffices to prove (1.7) for smooth potentials. Thinking of the
trace as a sum over eigenfunctions of &2, one can show that high-energy
contributions to the trace, l>} are small for } sufficiently large by
estimating matrix elements of 8 by matrix elements of (&2 2+1)&p with
p>n2 (This argument utilizes the smoothness of V and Ga# rding’s
inequality). For terms in the trace with l<}, one writes 8 as its Fourier
transform and approximates exp(it(&2 2+V)) by exp(it(&2 2))_
exp(itV) and takes the limit   0 to arrive at the integral on the right side
of Eq. (1.7).
In the remainder of this article, we confine attention to the 2-sphere. Sec-
tion 2 provides a self-contained proof of Theorem 1.1 for this case, for the
convenience of the reader. Let P0l be the projection onto the l th eigenspace
of &2. Then the idea of this proof is to relate the left side of Eq. (1.2) to
the trace of 8(Gl) where Gl=P0l VP
0
l +o(l
0) is a (2l+1)_(2l+1)-matrix
having entries of the form
Gl(m$, m)= g^m$&m(min(m$, m)l) (1.8)
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with g^i (z), continuous functions on [&1, 1] independent of l satisfying
g^i= g^*&i and g^i=0 for |i |> p, for some fixed p. It is easy to compute
the trace of functions of such a matrix in terms of functions
g(z, ,)=j g^j (z) exp(ij,), at least in the l   limit, which is the
content of Proposition 2.4, and which we believe is an interesting result
in itself. We then identify this limit with the right side of Eq. (1.2).
The proof differs from that of Weinstein, Widom, and Guillemin, who
rely on pseudo-differential operator techniques. Weinstein and Guillemin
particularly exploit the fact that for suitable constants a and b,
A - &2+a+b has spectrum just contained in the non-negative integers
so that a kind of averaging method involving the return map exp (2?iA)
can be employed to conjugate H to a form &2+Q with Q commuting
with 2. Our proof is more specialized in that we confine attention to just
the 2-sphere case where we avail ourself of familiar properties of spheri-
cal harmonics. On the other hand, our proof does give out specific infor-
mation on the matrix P0l VP
0
l for large l. A minor point is that we only
assume that the potential V is continuous, rather than C as do the
above authors.
The last section of this article contains two parts. The first part contains
a discussion of the Radon transform and its inverse (defined on even func-
tions) for the 2-sphere case. The discussion is restricted to the transforms
of axially symmetric functions, where we need detailed information on the
domain of the inverse transform (which is an unbounded operator) con-
sidered as acting in the space of continuous functions. We note here that
the kernel for the inverse transform which we discuss can also be used to
give out the inverse transform of an arbitrary non-axially symmetric (but
even) smooth function, although we never need use the kernel in this
form. The second part of this section is the construction of two examples
of potentials, one of which is axially symmetric, the other not axially
symmetric, with corresponding singular-continuous limiting eigenvalue
distributions. The Radon transform of these potentials have singular
continuous distributions equal to the distributions for certain sums of inde-
pendent Bernoulli random variables. These distributions have fairly well-
known Holder continuity properties which we review and elaborate on and
which ensure that the inverse of the Radon transform of the potentials, i.e.
the potentials themselves, really are continuous. We use probabilistic
methods to establish the needed continuity properties.
In case the potential V is smooth, one can develop an asymptotic expan-
sion for tr 8(H&l(l+n&1)) in inverse powers of l, l  , the terms of
which are referred to as band invariants, cf. [1, 5, 12, 13]. Also for V
smooth, it is possible to develop asymptotic expansions for the eigenvalues
and eigenfuctions of H. See Gurarie [7, 8] for asymptotic formulae for the
eigenvalues, in the situation where V is axially symmetric or is separable.
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For the case of V nearly axially symmetric in 2-dimensions, approximate
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions (to O(l&2)) are obtained in [11].
II. LIMIT THEOREM FOR CONTINUOUS POTENTIALS
This section provides a self-contained proof of the limiting distribution
theorem, Theorem 1.1, for the 2-sphere. We introduce some notation. Let
P0l be the 2l+1-dimensional projection onto the eigenspace of &2, corre-
sponding to the eigenvalue l(l+1), and let Pl be the 2l+1-dimensional
projection onto the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors of H=&2+V
with eigenvalues *lm such that |*lm&l(l+1)|&V& ; (Pl is actually well-
defined for l sufficiently large).
We first establish the intermediate result;
Proposition 2.1. For 8 # S
1
2l+1
tr 8(H&l(l+1))=
1
2l+1
tr P0l 8(P
0
l VP
0
l )+O(l
&1). (2.1)
Proof. First note that
1
2l+1
tr 8(H&l(l+1))=
1
2l+1
tr Pl8(H&l(l+1))+O(l&) (2.2)
since 8(x) decays at  more rapidly than any inverse power of x and so
for any p>1, there is a cp such that
} :l ${l :m 8(*l $m&l(l+1))}cp :l ${l
2l $+1
|l $(l $+1)&l(l+1)| p
=cp :
l ${l
2l $+1
(l $+l+1) p|l $&l $ p
=O(l&p+1). (2.3)
Next note that
Pl=P0l +O(l
&1) (2.4)
and
Pl (H&l(l+1)) Pl=P0l VP
0
l +O(l
&1). (2.5)
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Eq. (2.4) follows from the contour integral,
Pl=
1
2?i 1l
dz
z&H
=
1
2?i 1l
dz
z+2
+
1
2?i 1l
1
z+2
V
dz
z&H
=P0l +O(l
&1), (2.6)
where 1l is a circle of radius l2 about l(l+1). Similarly by the above,
Pl (H&l(l+1)) Pl=P0l (H&l(l+1)) Pl+O(l
&1)
=P0l VPl+O(l
&1)
=P0l VP
0
l +O(l
&1) (2.7)
which shows Eq. (2.5).
Consequently, the right side of Eq. (2.2) is just
1
2l+1
tr Pl 8(Pl (H&l(l+1)) Pl)+O(l&) (2.8)
=
1
2l+1
tr P0l 8(P
0
l VP
0
l )+O(l
&1) (2.9)
which follows from Eqs. (2.4, 2.5) and the lemma below. Except for the
proof of this lemma, this concludes the proof of the proposition.
Lemma 2.2. Let 8 # S, and let A, B be self-adjoint operators with com-
mon domain, and such that A&B is bounded. Then there is a constant c
depending just on 8 such that
&8(A)&8(B)&c &A&B&. (2.10)
Proof. We have that
&eitA &eitB&="|
t
0
eisA(A&B) ei(t&s)B ds" (2.11)
|t | &A&B& (2.12)
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so that if 8 is the Fourier transform of 8, then
&8(A)&8(B)&
1
2? "|R 8 (t)(eitA &eitB ) dt"

1
2? |R |8 (t)t|&A&B& dt
#c &A&B&. (2.13)
This concludes the proof of the lemma and hence the Proposition 2.1. K
Remark. At this stage there are at least two ways to proceed. One way
is write the projection P0l as an integral over coherent states, ,:(X

)=
(: } X

)l with X

# S and : a null vector, that is a complex vector such that
: } :=0,
P0l (X

, X

$)=cl | ,*: (X ) ,:(X $) d:; (2.14)
Here, the integral can be thought of as being over the unit cotangent space.
The function 8 can then be approximated by a polynomial, and a
monomial expression such as tr(P0l VP
0
l )
k can be written as a multiple
integral over coherent states using the above expression for P0l . This
integral in turn can be computed asymptotically l   by the method of
stationary phase. (Note that the coherent states are of maximum modulus
in the plane spanned by the real and imaginary parts of :.) The result is
seen to be proportional to the k th power of the Radon transform of V. See
Uribe [12] for a presentation of these coherent states. Alternatively we can
analize the matrix elements (Y m$l , VY
m
l ) of P
0
l VP
0
l , where Y
m
l is the lm th
spherical harmonic, and this is how we choose to proceed.
Let X

=(X1 , X2 , X3) be the multiplication operators corresponding to
x=sin % cos ,, y=sin % sin ,, z=cos %. Then
X1Y ml =
1
4
((1&z)(Y m+1l&1 +Y
m&1
l+1 )&(1+z)(Y
m+1
l+1 +Y
m&1
l&1 ))+O(l
&1)
X2Y ml =
1
4i
(((1&z)(Y m+1l&1 &Y
m&1
l+1 )&(1+z)(Y
m+1
l+1 &Y
m&1
l&1 ))+O(l
&1)
X3Y ml =
1
2
(1&z2)12 (Y ml+1+Y
m
l&1)+O(l
&1), (2.15)
where the O(l&1) terms involve only Y m$l $ with |l $&l $1, |m$&m|1 and
are uniformly bounded in m, and where z=ml [3]. we define the
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constants [c:(z)ml ] by the coefficients appearing in the right side of the
above equations, so that
Xi Y ml = :
l $, m$
ci (z)m $&ml $&l Y
m $
l $ +O(l
&1). (2.16)
A product of Xi ’s acting on Y ml has the effect
`
p
i=1
X:i Y
m
l = :
mi, li
c:1(ml)
m1&m
l1&l } } } c:p(mp&1 lp&1)
mp&mp&1
lp&lp&1 Y
mp
lp +O(l
&1)
= :
mi, li
c:1(z)
m1&m
l1&l } } } c:p(z)
mp&mp&1
lp&lp&1 Y
mp
lp +O(l
&12) (2.17)
where the replacement of c:i (mi li): by c:i (z): creates an error O(l
&12)
(typically O(l&1) except at z$ \1). With this replacement, one sees that
up to a small error a product of Xi ’s acting on Y ml is just a convolution.
To facilitate the computation of such a product, we define the vector
function A

(z, t, ,) with components defined by
Aj (z, t, ,)= :
l, m
cj (z)ml e
itleim, j=1, 2, 3 (2.18)
so that
A1=
1
2
(1&z) cos(t&,)&
1
2
(1+z) cos(t+,) (2.19)
A2=&
1
2
(1&z) sin(t&,)&
1
2
(1+z) sin(t+,) (2.20)
A3=(1&z2)12 cos t. (2.21)
One can verify that A

is of unit length and that it is orthogonal to the
vector x

=(sin % cos ,, sin % sin ,, cos %) with z=cos %. For 0t2?, A
sweeps out a great circle orthogonal to x

. Since a product of Xi ’s acting on
Yml is approximately a convolution, we have that from Eq. (2.17)
Y m$l $ , `
p
i=1
X:i Y
m
l 
=
1
4?2 |
2?
0
|
2?
0
`
p
i=1
A:i (z, t, ,) e
&it(l $&l)&i(m$&m), dt d,+O(l&12) (2.22)
since a convolution can be written as the inverse Fourier transform of
the product of Fourier transforms. We also note that the right side of
Eq. (2.22) is zero if |m$&m|> p or |l $&l $> p since each X:i steps the
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indices m or l by at most 1. As a special case of Eq. (2.22), we have that
if Q=Q(X

) is a polynomial of degree p in the components of X

, then with
l $=l,
(Y m$l , Q(X

) Y ml ) =
1
4?2 |
2?
0
|
2?
0
Q(A

(z, t, ,)) e&i(m$&m) , dt,
=O(l&12), |m$&m| p
=0, |m$&m|> p (2.23)
with z=min(m, m$)l (z is chosen so that the double integral in this
equation is a self-adjoint matrix). Again the O(l&12) terms are uniformly
bounded in m, m$ and so the matrix for Q and the double integral matrix
differ in norm by O(l&12). Now the t-integral within the double integral is
just the Radon transform RQ of Q restricted to the unit sphere, so the right
side of Eq. (2.23) is equal to
1
2? |
2?
0
RQ(%, ,) e&i(m$&m) , d,+O(l&12), (2.24)
with z=cos %. Here, for any function F on the sphere, RF(%, ,) is the
average of F over a great circle orthogonal to x

(%, ,).
Lemma 2.3. Given =, there exist a positive integer p= p(=) and con-
tinuous functions g^j (z), &p j p defined on the interval [&1, 1], with
g^j (z)= g^*&j (z) such that if Gl is the (2l+1)_(2l+1)-dimensional self-
adjoint matrix with entries
Gl(m$, m)= g^m$&m(min(m$, m)l) (2.25)
then
&P0l VP
0
l &Gl&<=+O(l
&12). (2.26)
Moreover, if
g(z, ,)#:
j
g^j (z) eij,, (2.27)
then
| g(cos %, ,)&RV(%, ,)|<= (2.28)
with RV the Radon transform of V.
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Proof. Given =>0, there is a polynomial Q(X

) such that &V&Q&<=.
Take p to be the degree of Q. Then
(Y m$l , VY
m
l ) =(Y
m$
l , QY
m
l ) +O(=)
=
1
2? |
2?
0
RQ(%, ,) e&i(m$&m) , d,+O(=)+O(l&12) (2.29)
with O(=) and O(l&12) matrices of norms of order = and l&12 respectively,
and cos %=z=min(m$, m)l. Here we have used Eqs. (2.23, 2.24).
Let
g^j (z)#
1
2? |
2?
0
RQ(%, ,) e&ij, d,, (2.30)
still with z=cos %. Note that g^j=0 if | j |> p since Q and hence RQ is a
trigonometric polynomial of degree p in ei,. With this choice of g^j ’s, the
first assertion of the lemma follows; Eq. (2.26) is just a restatement of
(2.29).
From Eq. (2.30) it follows that
g(z, ,)=RQ(%, ,) (2.31)
and
| g(cos %, ,)&RV(%, ,)|&R(Q&V)& (2.32)
&Q&V&<=, (2.33)
since R is an L-contraction.
Next, we proceed to the abstract proposition concerning matrices with
entries constructed in the manner above.
Proposition 2.4. Let g^j (z), &p j p be functions defined on the
interval [&1, 1] which are continuous with g^j (z)= g^*&j (z), and let Gl be the
(2l+1)_(2l+1)-dimensional self-adjoint matrix with entries
Gl (m$, m)= g^m$&m(min(m$, m)l, &lm$, ml. (2.34)
Let
g(z, ,)=:
j
g^j (z) eij, (2.35)
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and let 8 be a continuous function on R. Then
lim
l  
1
2l+1
tr 8(Gl)=
1
4? |
1
&1
|
2?
0
8(g(z, ,)) dz d,. (2.36)
Proof. Note first that
&Gl&sup
m
:
m$
| gl (m$, m)|(2p+1) sup
j
& g^j& (2.37)
independent of l. It thus suffices to prove Eq. (2.36) for 8 a polynomial and
thus a monomial, 8(x)=xk.
Let $>0. Then of course the partial trace satisfies
1
2l+1 } :m: |ml|>1&$ G
k
l (m, m)} 2$l2l+1 &Gl&k
<$&Gl &k (2.38)
whereas if |ml1&$ (m is away from the endpoints) and l is sufficiently
large,
Gkl (m, m)= :
m1, m2, ..., mk&1
g^m1&m(min(m1 , m)l)
_g^m2&m1(min(m2 , m1)l) } } } g^m&mk&1(min(m, mk&1)l)
= :
m1, m2, ..., mk&1
g^m1&m(ml)g^m2&m1(ml) } } } g^m&mk&1(ml)+o(1)
(2.39)
where the o(1) term goes to zero, l  , uniformly in m; Here, we used the
fact that the argument of each g^ is within a distance kpl of ml allowing
the replacement with only the o(1) error. Now this last expression involving
a convolution can be written
Gkl (m, m)=
1
2? |
2?
0
gk(ml, ,) d,+o(1). (2.40)
Combining this with the estimate inequality (2.38), we obtain
lim
l  
1
2l+1
tr Gkl =
1
4? |
1
&1
|
2?
0
gk(z, ,) d, dz, (2.41)
which concludes the proof of the proposition. K
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We can now finish the proof of the main theorem. By Proposition 2.4,
it suffices to show that
lim
l  
1
2l+1
tr P0l 8(P
0
l VP
0
l )=
1
4? |S 8(RV) dS. (2.42)
But by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 and given =>0, there exists for each l, a
(2l+1)_(2l+1)-dimensional self-adjoint matrix such that
1
2l+1
tr P0l 8(P
0
l VP
0
l )=
1
2l+1
tr 8(Gl)+O(=)+O(l&12) (2.43)
with
lim
l  
1
2l+1
tr 8(Gl)=
1
4? |
1
&1
|
2?
0
8(g(z, ,)) dz d,
=
1
4? |S 8(g(cos %, ,)) dS
=
1
4? |S 8(RV(%, ,)) dS+O(=) (2.44)
with g defined in Lemma 2.3; The last equality here follows from Eq. (2.28)
and the continuity of 8. Since = is arbitrary, Eq. (2.42) follows from
Eqs. (2.43, 2.44). This concludes the Proof of Theorem 1.1 for the 2-dimen-
sional case.
III. SINGULAR CONTINUOUS LIMITING EIGENVALUE
DISTRIBUTIONS
The first part of this section contains a review of some singular con-
tinuous measures on [0, 1] including continuity properties of their dis-
tributions. These measures will serve as the limiting eigenvalue density
measures of the previous section. The second part of the section contains
a study of the inverse Radon transform. We show that a suitably Ho lder
continuous and axially symmetric function on the sphere is the Radon
transform of a continuous function. The section concludes with the con-
struction of a non-axially symmetric potential for which the limiting eigen-
value measure is also singular continuous.
For 0< p 12 , let [Xi] be i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables such that
Prob[Xi=0]= p and Prob[Xi=1]=1& p. (Throughout this section the
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Xi ’s will be these random variables and should not be confused with the
coordinate variables of the previous section.) Let
X= :

i=1
Xi2i (3.1)
and let +p be the probability measure for X induced by the infinite product
measure for the Xi ’s. Intuitively, +p is just a probability measure on [0, 1]
which assigns the mass p to [0, 12], 1& p to [12, 1], p2 to [0, 14],
p(1& p) to [14, 12] or [12, 34] and (1& p)2 to [34, 1], etc. (Alter-
natively, +p could be defined by so defining a measure on binary intervals
and then extending its definition to arbitrary Borel sets.) Note that +12 is
just Lebesgue measure. If x belongs to [0, 1] and
x=.x1x2x3 } } } (3.2)
is its binary expansion, then we say that x is p-normal if
lim
N  
1
N
:
N
i=1
xi=1& p. (3.3)
Let Ap /[0, 1] be the collection of p-normal numbers. Finally, let
Fp(x)=+p([0, x]) be the distribution of X.
The basic facts concerning +p are summarized thus:
Proposition 3.1. The measures [+p] are continuous probability measures
on [0, 1] satisfying:
(i) For +p , the set Ap is a set of full measure, that is,
+p(Ap)=1. (3.4)
The +p ’s are mutually singular, i.e. +p = +p$ for p{ p$, and in particular
+p , p< 12 , is singular with respect to Lebesgue measure.
(ii) For 0x< y1 and x1&2&k0, k0 a positive integer,
+p((x, y])\1& pp +
k0
p | y&x| #p (3.5)
where
#p #&ln pln 2. (3.6)
(iii) For x< y,
+p((x, y])2 | y&x| $p (3.7)
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with
$p #&ln(1& p)ln 2. (3.8)
Remark. These are familiar properties of the measures [+p] with the
possible exception of (ii) which gives refined information on the behavior
of +p near x=1.
Proof. (i) That the set Ap is of full measure follows from the strong
law of large numbers, i.e., 1N Ni=1 Xi converges almost surely to 1& p.
Moreover since the sets Ap are disjoint for distinct values of p, it follows
that the +p ’s are mutually singular.
(ii) For x=.x1x2x3 } } } expressed as a binary decimal, the distribu-
tion F satisfies the identities,
Fp(.00 } } } 0
k
xk+1 xk+2 } } } )=pkFp(.xk+1xk+2 } } } ) (3.9)
Fp(.11 } } } 1
k
xk+1 xk+2 } } } )=1&(1&p)k+(1&p)k Fp(.xk+1xk+2 } } } ).
(3.10)
The first of these identities is easily seen by induction. The second iden-
tity also follows by induction: For k=1,
Fp(.1x2 x3 } } } )=Fp(.100 } } } )+(1& p) Fp(.x2x3 } } } )
= p+(1& p) Fp(.x2x3 } } } )
=1&(1& p)+(1& p) Fp(.x2 x3 } } } ). (3.11)
The rest of the induction argument is straightforward.
Let now (x, y] be a non-empty half-open interval in [0, 1] and let k be
the unique integer such that 2&k| y&x|<2&k+1. We distinguish two
cases, when xk=0 and when xk=1.
Case (i), xk=0. Then
Fp( y)&Fp(x)Fp(x+2&k)&Fp(x)
=Fp(.x1x2 } } } xk&11xk+1 } } } )&Fp(.x1 x2 } } } xk&10xk+1 } } } )
 pk&1(Fp(.1xk+1 } } } )&Fp(.0xk+1 } } } ))
 pk&1( p+(1& p)Fp(.xk+1 } } } )& pFp(.xk+1 } } } ))
 pk (3.12)
where the identities (3.9, 3.10) and p 12 have been used.
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Case (ii), xk=1. Then if x=.x1x2 } } } xr 0 11 } } } 1
k&r&1
xk+1 } } } , (the special
situation x=.11 } } } 1
k
00 } } } can be handled similarly),
Fp( y)&Fp(x)
Fp(.x1x2 } } } xr1 00 } } } 0
k&r&1
xk+1 } } } )&Fp(.x1x2 } } } xr 0 11 } } } 1
k&r&1
xk+1 } } } )
 pr[ p+(1& p) pk&r&1Fp(.xk+1 } } } )& p(1&(1& p)k&r&1
+(1& p)k&r&1Fp(.xk+1 } } } ))]
= pr[(1& p) pk&r&1Fp(.xk+1 } } } )+ p(1& p)k&r&1(1&Fp(.xk+1 } } } ))]
 pk. (3.13)
Thus in either case,
Fp( y)&Fp(x)pk= p2&(k&1)ln (1p)ln 2
> p | y&x| #p, (3.14)
which is a weakened version of inequality (3.5).
If now x1&2k0, then, evidently the first k0 binary digits of x and y are
1 and so by Eq. (3.10),
+p((x, y])=Fp( y)&Fp(x)
=(1& p)k0(Fp(.yk0+1yk0+2 } } } )&Fp(.xk0+1xk0+2 } } } )) (3.15)
with y=.y1y2 } } } . But by inequality (3.14), the right side of this equation
exceeds
(1& p)k0 p(2k0 | y&x| )#p=\1& pp +
k0
p | y&x| #p (3.16)
which is assertion (ii) of the proposition.
The proof of (iii) of the proposition is similar to the above argument.
Again we assume that x has a binary expansion as above and that y is
within a distance 2&k+1 of x. As before we consider two cases.
Case (i), xk&1=0. Then by Eqs. (3.9, 3.10),
+p((x, y])Fp(x+2&k+1)&Fp(x)
(1& p)k&2(Fp(.1xk } } } )&Fp(.0xk } } } ))
=(1&p)k&2( p(1&Fp(.xk } } } ))+(1&p) Fp(. yk } } } ))
(1& p)k&1. (3.17)
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Case (ii), xk&1=1, and x=.x1 } } } xr 0 11 } } } 1
k&r&2
xk } } } . Here,
+p((x, y])Fp(x+2&k+1)&Fp(x)
(1& p)r[Fp(.1 0 } } } 0
k&r&2
xk } } } )&Fp(.0 1 } } } 1
k&r&2
xk } } } )]
=(1& p)r[(1& p) pk&r&2Fp(.xk } } } )
+ p(1& p)k&r&2(1&Fp(.xk } } } ))]
(1& p)k&1. (3.18)
Thus in either case +p((x, y])(1& p)k&1 which is less than the right side
of inequality (3.7). This concludes the proof of the proposition. K
Next, we turn to a discussion of the Radon transform R. (See Helgason
[9] for an introduction to the Radon transform on spheres.) Again, for F
a function on the sphere,
RF(|)#
1
2? |#(|) F (3.19)
where #(|) is the geodesic over the sphere S, in the plane orthogonal to the
direction | # S. Note that R maps continuous functions to continuous
functions and is a contraction with respect to the & }& -norm. Below we
note that R is also self-adjoint and contractive, considered as a map of
L2(S)  L2(S).
It is not difficult to see that the Radon transform R commutes with all
rotations, and thus with the projection P0l onto the l th eigenspace. Each
spherical harmonic Y ml is an eigenfunction of R with eigenvalue *l inde-
pendent of m. Considering the effect of R on Y 0l one sees that *l=0 if l is
odd (since odd functions f (|)=&f (&|)) are in the kernel of R and if l
is even,
*l=Pl(0)Pl(1)=(&1) l2 2&l \ ll2+
t2? (&1) l2 l&12 (3.20)
where Pl(x) is the l th Legendre polynomial, the asymptotic estimate
following from Stirling’s approximation for factorials. Note that the Radon
transform as a map from L2(S) to itself is self-adjoint. The asymptotic
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behavior of the eigenvalues shows that the inverse Radon transform R&1
restricted to even functions, is such that R&1(&2)&12 is a bounded
operator in L2(S). The inverse transform and its effect on certain classes of
continuous functions is discussed below.
We will confine our discussion of the Radon transform to axially sym-
metric (about the z-axis) and even functions of z=cos %. For such func-
tions, and by a slight abuse of notation, the Radon transform is given by
Rf (z)=
2
? |
?2
0
f (- 1&z2 sin t) dt. (3.21)
If we make the variable substitution w=(1&z2), and v12=w12 sin t, then
Rf (- 1&w)=
1
? |
w
0
(w&v)&12 v&12f (v12) dv, 0w1 (3.22)
which is in the form of a convolution on the real line and so can be
inverted by Fourier methods, at least in the distributional sense [2]. The
result is that
f (v12)=&
v12
4 |
1
0
((v&w+i0)&32
+(v&w&i0)&32) Rf ((1&w)12) dw, 0v<1. (3.23)
(For v=1, the left side is defined as the limit v  1 of the right side of
this equation.) We need to discuss the integral operator defined by this
equation.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that g^ is Ho lder continuous with index ;> 12 on
[0, 1] with g^(0)=0. Then
h(v)#& 14 lim
=  0 |
1
0
((v&w+i=)&32+(v&w&i=)&32) g^(w) dw (3.24)
is Ho lder continuous on [0, 1) with index :, :<;& 12 , and extends by con-
tinuity to [0, 1].
Proof. It is convenient to extend g^ to the real line by setting g^(x)=0,
x<0, and g^(x)= g^(1), x>1. Since the integrand in Eq. (3.24) goes to zero
=  0, for w>v and is uniformly integrable on w1, we have that,
h(v)=&14 lim
=  0 |

&
((v&w+i=)&32
+(v&w&i=)&32)( g^(w)& g^(v)) dw; (3.25)
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The additional integral involving g^(v) vanishes since the integrals of
(v&w\i=)&32 are zero. The Ho lder continuity of g^ insures that the
integral is no more singular than const |v&w|&32+; which is integrable,
while the boundedness of g^ assures integrability at . Also, the quantity
| g^(w+2v)& g^(v+2v)& g^(w)+ g^(v)| (3.26)
is bounded by k |2v|; and by k |w&v|; for some constant k, and so is
bounded by k |2v|: |w&v|;&: with ;&:> 12 . It follows that h(v\2v)&
h(v) which can be estimated by an integral involving the expression (3.26)
is bounded by const |2v|:, thus h is Ho lder continuous with index :. Since
the estimates are uniform, it follows that h extends to [0, 1] continuously. K
An immediate consequence is the following:
Corollary 3.3. Let g^(z) be a function defined on [0, 1] such that
g^(- 1&z) is Ho lder continuous with index ;> 12 . Then
G (|)# g^(z) (3.27)
with | # S, z = cos %, is the Radon transform of an axially symmetric
function G,
G =RG. (3.28)
The function G is Ho lder continuous with index :, :<;& 12.
Proof. The function g^(- 1&z) can be written as
g^(- 1&z)=( g^(- 1&z)& g^(1))+ g^(1). (3.29)
Here, by the above lemma, the first term transforms to a Ho lder con-
tinuous function under Eq. (3.23) and the constant g^(1) just transforms to
itself. Let f be the result under this transformation, and set G(|)= f (z).
Since the inverse transform restricted to even functions has zero kernel, it
follows that G =RG. Since f (v12) is Ho lder continuous with index :, so
is f (v). K
Examples. Finally, we give examples of potentials for which the limiting
eigenvalue distribution is singular continuous. For 14<p<(3&- 5)2, let
Fp(x)=+p([0, x]) be the distribution of +p as in Proposition 3.1, and let
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V p be the even and axially symmetric function on the sphere given by
(z=cos %)
V p(|)#v^p(z)#F &1p (1&|z| ). (3.30)
The distribution of V p is easily computed,
|[| # S | V p*]|Lebesgue=
1
4? | d, |V p* sin % d%
=(1&z)| 1&z=Fp(*)=Fp(*) (3.31)
which is the distribution for a singular continuous measure, by Proposition
(3.1).
Next, we need to investigate the continuity of vp on [0, 1]. Let
x # [0, 1]. Referring to (ii) of Proposition 3.1, we pick the integer k0 so
that 1&2&k0x<1&2&k0&1. Then if z=Fp(x),
1&(1& p)k0z<1&(1& p)k0+1 (3.32)
and inequality (3.5) written in terms of F &1p and z$#Fp( y)>z which
together with this inequality combine to give
|F &1p (z$)&F
&1
p (z)|\ p1& p+
k0#p
p&1#p |z$&z| 1#p. (3.33)
Define ; by
(1& p);=
p
1& p
; (3.34)
Then the upper bound p<(3&- 5)2 implies that ;>1. By Eq. (3.32),
\ p1& p+
k0#p
=\1& pp +
1#p
(1& p);(k0+1)#p
\1& pp +
1#p
(1&z);#p. (3.35)
Consequently,
|F &1p (z$)&F
&1
p (z)|\1& pp2 +
1#p
(1&z);#p |z$&z| 1#p. (3.36)
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Finally, still with zz$1,
|v^(- 1&z$)&v^(- 1&z)|=|F &1p (1&- 1&z$)&F &1p (1&- 1&z)|
\1& pp2 +
1#p
(- 1&z);#p |- 1&z&- 1&z$| 1#p
\1& pp2 +
1#p
(- 1&z)(;&1)#p |z$&z| 1#p
\1& pp2 +
1#p
|z$&z| 1#p, (3.37)
using ;>1. Since p> 14, it follows that 1#p>
1
2 and so v^p(- 1&z) is Ho lder
continuous with index > 12.
Thus v^p satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 3.3 and so V p(|)=v^p(z)
is the Radon transform of a Ho lder continuous potential Vp . For H=
&2+Vp , the limiting eigenvalue cluster distribution is thus
1
4? |S 8(V p(|)) d|=| 8(x) d+p(x) (3.38)
for 8 continuous, and the limiting distribution is in particular singular
continuous.
A natural question is whether one can construct non-axially symmetric
potentials with singular continuous limiting eigenvalue distributions.
Clearly the above Vp composed with a smoth even area preserving trans-
formation of the sphere has the same distribution as Vp . But it is by no
means clear that the resulting composition is the Radon transform of a
continuous potential. (The inverse transform kernel for the non-axially
symmetric situation is readily deduced from the axially symmetric kernel.)
Rather, as an example of a non-axially symmetric potential we consider the
potential V given by
V=O/Vs+Vt (3.39)
where O/ simply rotates Vs from the vertical through an angle / say about
the y-axis,
O/Vs(|)=Vs(o&1/ |), (3.40)
o/ # SO(3), and Vs and Vt are potentials constructed as above with s and
t satisfying the usual constraint 14<s, t<(3&- 5)2. It just remains to
show that the Radon transform V =O/V s+V t has a singular continuous
distribution.
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Proposition 3.4. The distribution for V is singular continuous, provided
p{ 12 , where
p=s(1&t)+t(1&s)+
st(1&2s)(1&2t)
(1&s&t+2st)
. (3.41)
Proof. Let F be the distribution for V . Then
F(*)=|[| # S|V (|)*] |Lebesgue
=
2
4? |0z1 dz |O/V s*&V t d,. (3.42)
Here, the ,-integral is over the region where
v^s(cos /z+sin / - 1&z2 cos ,)*&v^t(z) (3.43)
or
1&|cos /z+sin / - 1&z2 cos ,|Fs(*&v^t(z)). (3.44)
The ,-integral in Eq. (3.42) is equal to K(z, Fs(*&v^t(z)), where
K(z, w)=|
1&|z$|w
d, (3.45)
where z$(z, ,)=cos /z+sin / - 1&z2 cos ,. The function K is readily
expressed in terms of arccosines. Thus
F(*)=
1
2? |0z1 K(z, Fs(*&v^t(z)) dz
=
1
2? |0x1 dFt(x) K(1&Ft(x), Fs(*&x)). (3.46)
In particular,
dF(*)=
1
2? |0x1 dFt(x) Kw(1&Ft(x), Fs(*&x)) dFs(*&x) (3.47)
with Kw non-negative and integrable. (Briefly, this last formula is
established by showing that
K(1&Ft(x), Fs(*$&x))&K(1&Ft(x), Fs(*$&x))
=|
*+*$
(Kw) dFs(+&x), (3.48)
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at least for x and + # [*, *$] such that Kw is non-singular. But then
since K is continuous and Kw is non-negative, one shows by monotone
convergence that this last relation extends to all intervals [*, *$] and for all
x<1. Integrating this last equation over x, we get
F(*$)&F(*)=
1
2? || (Kw) dFt(x) dFs(*&x) (3.49)
which can be integrated in either order by Fubini. Eq. (3.47) is just the
differential form of this statement.)
The principal significance of Eq. (3.47) is that dF is seen to be absolutely
continuous with respect to the convolution measure
dF 0(*)#| dFt(x) dFs(*&x) (3.50)
which of course is the measure for the sum of two independent random
variables with distributions Fs and Ft . Thus to show that dF is singular
continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure it suffices to show that dF 0
is singular continuous.
Now F 0 is the distribution for
Z= :

i=1
Xi+Yi
2 i
(3.51)
with [Xi] and [Yi] mutually independent Bernoulli random variables with
Prob[Xi=0]=s, Prob[Yi=0]=t. Let Z=Z0 . . .Z1Z2 . . . be the dyadic
expansion for Z. We first compute the distribution for each Zi . Now by a
kind of self-similarity argument,
Prob[Z<1]=Prob[X1=0, Y1=0]
+Prob {X1=0, Y1=1, :i2 2
&i (Xi+Yi)< 12=
+Prob {X1=1, Y1=0, :i>2 2
&i (Xi+Yi)< 12=
=st+(s(1&t)+t(1&s)) Prob[Z<1]), (3.52)
so that
Prob[Z<1]=
st
1&s&t+2st
. (3.53)
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Equipped with this information, we have that
Prob[Z1=0]=Prob {X1=0, Y1=0, :i2 2
&i (Xi+Yi)< 12=
+Prob {X1=0, Y1=1, :i2 2
&i (Xi+Yi) 12=
+Prob {X1=1, Y1=0, :i2 2
&i (Xi+Yi) 12=
+Prob {X1=1, Y1=1, :i2 2
&i (Xi+Yi)< 12=
=st Prob[Z<1]
+(s(1&t)+t(1&s))(1&Prob[Z<1])
+(1&s)(1&t) Prob[Z<1] (3.54)
or since the Zi are identically distributed,
p#Prob[Zi=0]
=s(1&t)+t(1&s)+(1&2s)(1&2t) Prob[Z<1]. (3.55)
This equation, together with Eq. (3.53) combine to give the p of the
proposition, Eq. (3.41).
Also, the [Zi] are exponentially asymptotically independent. Let Tn
denote the tail _-algebra generated by [Xi , Yi]in . Then
Prob[Z<* | Tn]Prob { :
n&1
i=1
2&i (Xi+Yi)<*=
Prob {Z<*+ :in
2
2i=
=Prob[Z<*+22&n] (3.56)
and similarly
Prob[Z<* | Tn]Prob[Z<*&22&n] (3.57)
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so that evidently
|Prob[Z<* | Tn]&Prob[Z<*]|
Prob[*&22&n<Z<*+22&n]
=|
|x+ y&*|<22&n
dFs(x) dFt( y)
2(23&n)max($s , $t) (3.58)
by (iii) of Proposition 3.1, Eq. (3.7). The correlation E(Zi Zj)&E(Zi) E(Zj)
(E denotes expectation) can be expressed in terms of factors involving
conditional probabilities as above which in turn can be estimated by such
differences as in the inequality (3.58) so that the correlation decays
exponentially, |i&j |  . Other correlations can be estimated similarly.
The exponential decay of correlations shows that the fourth moment of
1
n
:
n
i=1
(Zi&E(Zi)) (3.59)
is O(n&2) and so by Chebeshev’s inequality and BorelCantelli,
1
n
:
n
i=1
Zi  E(Zi)=1& p (3.60)
almost surely, i.e., the strong law of large numbers holds for the Zi ’s. Con-
sequently p-normal numbers (with p defined in the Proposition above,
Eq. (3.41)) constitute a set of full measure for dF 0 and hence for dF. If
p{ 12 , then evidently dF
0 and dF are singular continuous with respect to
Lebesgue measure. This concludes the proof of Proposition 3.4. K
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